
tapXphone
Evolution of Contactless Payments



Enter purchase price Tap card or 

other payment device

Wait for payment result

Turn your NFC Smartphone 
into POS Terminal



tapXphone advantages

Streamlines the process 

of Merchants 

onboarding to solution 

for accepting payments 

by bank card

Flexibility in hardware 

choosing (smartphones 

with support of the 

NFC-technology)

Low cost of the 

accepting bank cards 

solution  for Merchants. 

To accept payments, 

you do not need to 

purchase a separate 

specialized device, just 

an Android smartphone 

with support of the 

NFC-technology

Acceptance of 

international payment 

systems cards VISA, 

Mastercard with 

support of the 

Cardholder PIN 

entering

Easy and fast 

integration with mobile 

solutions of banks, as 

well as with other 

developers' mobile 

solutions used by 

Merchants (for 

example, mobile 

banking, POS 

application)



enabled countries
The app communicates in your language

Estonia

Lithuania

Latvia

Belarus

Ukraine

Moldova
Kazakhstan

Slovak

Serbia

Bulgaria

Greece



More than 10 thousand mobile 

devices are used as POS terminal

14 acquirers 
are using tapXphone



tapXphone – white label app
The application supports 

design configuration of your bank:

- fonts

- arrangement of elements

- colors

- images



The cardholder can always confirm the payment with the usual 

PIN code, if necessary. When cardholder enter the PIN code, 

random numbers appear on the screen. 

PIN capture technology guarantees the same level of payment 

security as for the physical payment terminal.

Merchants can accept payments

of any amount due to support of PIN capture



Bank or it’s merchants can quickly add contactless 

payment acceptance capability to their business 

application – tapXphone is white label app.

IBA provides integration documentation 

Third party app can extend 

the functionality. 



Whatever the size of the merchant, whatever 

merchant does — flower business, food delivery 

or beverage sales — merchant knows for sure 

that more and more customers prefer 

contactless payment methods.

tapXphone for all merchants



tapXphone and 
electronic cash register

iKassa app were integrated with tapXphone to make 

3 in 1 POS terminal from smartphone: 

cash payments, cashless payments, fiscal functionality



QR payments and contactless payments 
in one application

tapXphone solution is used as an extension of the 

functionality of the POS Mobile application



Visa, Portmone and ConcordBank launched a mobile POS 

Phone application (based on tapXphone Solution) in Ukraine, 

which allows self-employers to use a smartphone as

a POS terminal.

Connection to the service is fast and

completely online: it is enough to go through

remote identification in Portmone app, also

remotely conclude an agreement.

Merchant onboarding 

with external partners 



tapXphone
in public transport
Victoriabank, in partnership with 

IBA Group and Visa, launched the 

tapXphone for fare payments in 

Chisinau public transport in March 2021.



TB POS RaiPOS Eurobank

Smart POS

Citadele

Phone POS

OschadPAY

Banks that start to create their own application 
with integration with tapXphone



Vadzim Smatrayeu

tapXphone Product Owner

VSmatrayeu@ibagroup.eu

Product site: tapxphone.com 

Company site: ibagroupit.com 

Any questions?



Thanks!


